
 

Sentinel Video Network documentation: 

Thank you for your subscription to the “Sentinel Video Network” (SVN).  The Sentinel Video Network is a 
combination of capabilities that any Sentinel customer can subscribe to on a per system basis.  As a 
subscriber you get access to two different but related features: 

1. Direct access to RTMP live feeds coming from your Sentinel Video Unit 
2. RTMP mirroring (with up to 3 endpoints) 

To begin using SVN, you will need to have your existing Sentinel system configured and tested (see the 
tutorial videos at https://www.candelaria-racing.com/pages/support).  Once you have broadcast your 
first stream to YouTube it is time to configure the SVN specific settings. 

Start by selecting the advanced tab, then clicking on Sentinel Video Network.  The SVN settings will then 
appear.  If you wish to mirror your feed to youtube, you can use the Sentinel YouTube API just as you 
would have from the streaming tab to automagically create the YouTube link. 

 

 
 

https://www.candelaria-racing.com/pages/support


** Caution ** -- using the Sentinel YouTube API will overwrite any information in the Multicast Endpoint 
URL1 field. 

Next you can populate the RTMP stream data for your other endpoints (FaceBook/Twitch/etc). 

Lastly ensure that the Enable Sentinel Video Network button is checked and then click “Save SVN 
Settings”. 

Once the settings are saved, you can view your Ingest Endpoint URL on the streaming tab.  This is a 
permanent RTMP URL for your individual Sentinel Video Unit.  DO NOT SHARE this URL with anyone 
outside of your team. 

 

 

Your multicast endpoints should begin mirroring your RTMP Feed immediately.   

To view the low latency feed, open a copy of VLC media player from a laptop or mobile device click 
“open network location” and paste your private RTMP feed into to box.  If you are offered the option of 
adjusting the network caching please set it to 1000ms or lower (usable lower bound is 500ms). 



 

** Please note that you will need to have enough downstream bandwidth to watch the feed at its 
broadcast bit rate.  For example if the car is broadcasting at 1.5mb/s you will need 1.5mb/s in the 
paddock to watch the feed.  This is the RAW RTMP feed and it is not transcoded to a lower bit rate like 
YouTube or facebook does.  This is what is giving you the lower latency. 

*** If you wish to provide this RAW RTMP feed to a live broadcaster for inclusion in a produced event 
you can do so, but be sure they are trustworthy as this is your static RTMP ingest point. 

As always, thank you for your business and I look forward to watching your stream! 

 


